
 map of an experience journey name

story + key demographics + hopes + needs + wishes what kind of experience journey

after the journey fill this out

personal
service
systemci

rc
le

 o
ne

 

what was a key learning?

what were the key challenges  or pain points?

what might help?

describe:



personal shift journey
my ideas about:

draw or write key events of your experience > place them in squares

draw or write key events that shifted your perspectives,thinking, values to change > draw a lightbulb next to it

changed from these assumptions, values, perspectives: to these assumptions, values, perspectives: because these things happened:

past now future

in the past, i saw the world as: i see the world this way now:

because of these reasons: my hopes for the future:

draw or write key events of your experience > place them in squares

draw or write key events that shifted your perspectives,thinking, values to change > draw a lightbulb next to it



service journey

before the service after the serviceduring the service

what service:

i went to use this service because i wanted to:

before i connected
with the service 

i was thinking:

i was feeling:

i was hoping:

first contact
with service

what was the last
interaction?

what happened?:

what did people say?:

what did people do?:

how did you feel?: how did you feel?:

then what happened? then what happened?

what did the experience 
look like? 

what did you say and do?

what happened after? evaluation

how did you feel?:

what did the experience 
look like? 

what did you say and do?

what did you do? did the service meet
expectations?

what could have people
on the journey said or 
done differently?

how did you feel?: how did you feel?:



core problem map

core
problem

direct
symptoms

direct
causes

underlying
symptoms

underlying
causes

contributing
factors

contributing
factors

causes are the reason why something happens

symptoms are what we see as a result of the problem



make your ideas visual

you might try making an imagined story journey of what your service innovation looks like. 
try to not just use key words. draw. show the feelings at each stage and what is needed at each stage.

pre-service

what was your challenge what’s the big idea?

initial contact on the journey on the journey 2 the goal!
what are their initial thoughts and 
feeling? what is the person who will 

use your new service thinking and 
feeling before they contact you?

How does the user hear about
and get in touch with your new

stellar service? What does
stellar first contact look like?

what does the experience look
like? Who do they connect with?
what does the service look like?
what feeling do you want the

user to have at each stage?
map the stages

what does the experience look
like? how will your service help
people if things don’t always go

as planned? what troubleshooting 
will your new service offer?

fill this out first
what does success look like?
what might success feel like?

draw and list the interactions


